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About This Game

Many myths and legends have been woven about the Arabian Peninsula. One of these legends tells of Iram, City of Pillars, and
its exceptional destiny.

Being the heir to the throne you lived a life of splendor and never worked one day of physical labor – until one day, the winds of
fate turned.

Days passed and the storm did not fade, if anything its strength and ferocity only grew. You would do anything to bring back only
a spark of your mother's joy. And so, one night, when the kingdom sleeps and the moon smiles, you embark on a journey …

Caravan combines strategy with RPG elements resulting in a trading and exploration game packed with suspense and challenges.
In a pre-medieval Oriental setting players will send their caravan from town to town. On their way, they will experience

dangerous, mystical adventures, embark on rewarding quests in towns, and fight against dangerous bandits, beasts, ghoulish
creatures and djinns.
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Genre-Mix: diverse gaming experience through a mix of strategy, trade, and RPG elements

Players manage their own caravan

Setting based on history and geography of the Orient

Cultural authenticity through regional folklore and stories of the ‘Arabian Nights’
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Title: Caravan
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
it Matters Games
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 3400 Series, GeForce 8600 GS

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,German,French,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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Step 1 - Mute Sound effects and Music, seriously, that crap doesn't need to be by default 500% louder than literally everything.
Step 2 - Spam the green button until the game plays itself for the tutorial
Step 3 - Notice that this game is just another mobile port
Step 4 - Uninstall game and go back to doing anything else more important
Step 5 - Optional, write a review and let anyone who wants to read it know this game is meh.. IF THIS HAD COOP IT
WOULD BE PERFECT. What's that? You say you like bugs? Glitches good too? Excellent, have we got a game for you!

We've got save game corruption bugs, falling through the map bugs, enemy AI bugs, checkpoint bugs, scripting bugs! We've
even managed to add bugs to the process of selecting a tarot card!

Yessir, if you enjoy being kicked out of a game and back to your steam library every nearly ten to fifteen minutes, have we got
a game for you right here. What's that I hear? Overdose was buggy, you say? Well yes, Overdose was a buggy, slightly
unfinished seeming product, glad you noticed. We've managed to more than triple the bugs in that as well as reduce overall
stability!

Remember back in the good old days of playing through Painkiller: Overdose when you'd randomly morph into demon mode
and it'd boot ya to your desktop? ENJOY THAT EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU MORPH THIS GO-ROUND, FRIENDO!

And the level design is unintutive, what with checkpoints that fail to load, enemies spawning on top of each other, on top of you,
and on top of a void outside the map! We've got necessary progression points hidden in corners you'd NEVER think to look
here, boy howdy!

What's that you say? This isn't enough for you? Try a heaping helping of FIRST PERSON PLATFORMING! Yes, the bane of
all gamers' existance, the reason nobody liked Xen, good ol' FPS platforming is back, this time in a painkiller game! Nothing
goes together like mustard and chocolate cake quite like having to jump up a large spiral staircase very high up with nothing to
meet you when you inevitably fail like a fifteen minute load time.

A 15 minute load time that, mind you, will fail to load almost each and every time, simply freezing you on a load screen.

BUT IF YOU'RE STILL NOT IMPRESSED, REMEMBER: Your save games can and will become corrupted for virtually no
reason, oftentimes making the game fail to launch and booting you out to your desktop before you even get a chance to see past
the main menu!
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All in all, if you don't spend enough time not playing games and not looking at your steam library, highly recommended.

Easily the best rebooting your videogame upwards of twice every 30 minutes simulator on the market today.. Excelent value
considering how extraordinarily good a simulator Automobilista is.. i was a really unsure about this gme when i first installed it,
but i thought i would give it a try and see what it is like and i had some issues at first not realising how the ball moved with
speed but once i worked it out i found i was not only paying with slow ball but i was thinking the computer was also me, so once
i worked the simle mouse things out i then realised you get tricks to play on the second player and you get treats to help you get
a strke. so rather than just been another plain bowling gae this one has a bit more spice with osticals to get around and things to
help you win it really fun unsure if it has a 2 player feature or if it is just 1 player against computer,. This game needs a lot of
work. The animations are bad or nonexistant. Movement is clunky. The view is restrictive would be better a little more zoomed
out. You die from 1 hit so i dunno why there is a health bar or the heal thing. The video of the game looked fun but the game,
well its more fun to watch the video at this point. Overall this doesnt feel like a complete game.. Honestly, the graphical errors
and such are things that I expected when playing an old games. There were many times where strange overlaps would occur and
break the game, so I had to reopen-- even after adjusting the resolution and other display settings as seen recommended in
forums. If you play this, for the love of god, save often.

I should clarify I'm a huge fan of Sherlock Holmes in literature. Some of the games definitely deliver in this category. My
favorite remains Crimes & Punishments, which is both intuitive in control and camera as well as plot development, but still
challenging and intriguing. I've trudged through some of the older games, but this one is probably one of my least favorite.

Pros:

 Still the pompous Sherlock you'll find in all games. However, this lacks the charm of his absolute lack of self-
preservation that other games will happily highlight for you-- imo, one of his bigger charms.

 Banter between him and the cops is troll as always.

 Overlooking random visual glitches, the cutscenes aren't so bad for a 14 year old game.

Cons:

 Navigation is a headache, a trait of old clickers, unfortunately. A map is provided for some locations, but there is no
indication of your own position in it, and the whirling camera angles make it pretty hard to deduce on your own.

 There is a lot of being tugged around in many directions, without a lot of evidence that ever begins to lean somewhere.
A lot of useless filler information.

 Some of the puzzles genuinely made me curse aloud. Not because of difficulty, but because of genuine absurdity. If the
overwhelming portion of players for your game admit to relying on a walkthrough, the issue is with the design, not the
player. Puzzles should provide some level of intuitive hint or structure.

 Simple actions are made complicated due to literally no explanation or reason. I spent three minutes trying to stick
something in g*ddamn water because it is not expressed to you that you need to heat the water first. I would never guess
I have to heat water up to put soap in it. WHY, lmao?

 Progression makes no sense and involves a lot of redundant pathing. You can literally be the only person navigating a
location, but after finding one clue, all the sudden like 6 more objects that are very visually obvious appear, rather than
having existing objects gain meaning. What? How does that make sense at all? Who is walking around dropping things
while you sift through papers?

 Minor complaint that visuals will de-sync, and certain voice actors are 3x louder than others.

All-in-all, there's definitely a better detective-style game out there.
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I'm morally obligated to give this a postive review due to family relation with one of the developers. Pretty fun puzzle
platformer. The game will fluctuate between platforming skill and puzzle solving which is nice and keeps things flowing
between levels.
The story is interesting but not all that complicted. It was somewhat light hearted at times and others digging into some more
deeper themes- the plot twist was pretty good.
The gallery art is just a little cherry on top that was not at all necessary but a nice feature ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
Overall the game is worth the 1$ pricetag, nothing to lose and depending on how well of a puzzle platformer you are- this game
will extend past an hour or so.. Game title doesn't lie. It is nice game. You buy now! Good deal, much fun, very hentai, YAY!.
This revamp of the old clasic poker, the game is played from a bird's evey view. It is a very skill game with a sort of story
around texas, the player ( you ) has to make his or her way up the ladder of rivals betting the notorious characters for area.

The Texas Gambling Committee has declared card games illegal and banned poker. As the titled Governor of Poker, it's up to
you to convince the government of the state that there is no Texas without poker. Are your card-playing skills up to the
challenge?. The original Thief 2 bank mission was one of the great classics of Thief 1 & 2. This "homage" is nothing but an
endless parade of over-priced horse s**t. Unoriginal & completely uninspired.. I was really hyped for this game. I really like
how it started, but the ending was sooooo terrible. A stock-audio scream and blood splatters on the screen...

It could have been scarier if you saw the robot slowly cutting into your arm. That would have made it very unnerving and would
be very weird once you noticed it wasn't your arm they are cutting into XD
Barely a horror game...

It's free, and you can play it. But I don't think it's really good.
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